Spring Term Planning Overview -Year 4 2018
1
Topic
Topic
Maths

2

3

Brazil
Plan a holiday to Rio and
find the cost.
Think of hotels, activities,
travel etc.

4
Fairtrade
Cost of
producing
bananas

Digestion
Describe the simple
functions of the basic parts
of the digestive system in
humans.
SOLE-Identify the different
types of teeth in humans
and their simple functions.

History
Where is Brazil in the
world? – continents,
oceans, major cities.
What is the land in Brazil
like?

Geography

5
6
Science - Teeth and

Look at similarities and
differences (physical and
human features) between
Rio and London

SOLE-What
is Fairtrade?

Construct and interpret a
variety of food chains,
identifying producers,
predators and prey.

Is it unfair
to pay
workers a
poor wage?
Discussion
and debatehot seating.

7

8

Science –Sound

9

10

11

12

Light camera action
th
28 March –Year 4 Production

Identify how sounds are made,
associating some of them with
something vibrating.
Recognise that vibrations from
sounds travel through a
medium to the ear.
Find patterns between the pitch
of a sound and features of the
object that produced it.
Find patterns between the
volume of a sound and the
strength of the vibrations that
produced it.

Play rehearsals

Recognise that sounds get
fainter as the distance from the
sound source increases.

What is the weather like?
River Amazon- make a
boat to sail down it.

Art

Rainforest animals-Henri
Rousseau

Design and
Technology

Fruit punch-design and
make a fruit punch using
tropical juices.

To improve their mastery of art and design techniques
including drawing, painting and sculptor- Design and
create play setting

Science
How important is it for Jewish people to do what God asked them to do

RE

Christianity- Is forgiveness always possible.

ICT

PSHE

Word fact file on Brazil using text boxes, inserting pictures and word art.

Compose emails and send to year 3 buddy

Jigsaw
Dreams and goals

Jigsaw
Healthy me

Samba
drumming

Play and perform in solo and ensemble context using
their voices and playing musical instruments

Music
Listen with attention to detail and recall sounds.
Food and common food related phrases

French

My family

France, Paris and culture

